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1. **Fdim7**
   - Bali Ha'i may call you,
   - A ny night, a ny
   - F
   - E
   - Da Coda
   - day, sea.
   - In your heart, you'll hear it call you:
   - Ds7
   - F
   - Ds7
   - way. Bali Ha'i will whisper On the wind of the
   - F
   - Fdim7
   - F
   - Fdim
   - sea: *Here am I, your special is land!* Come to me, come to
   - F
   - E
   - Ds7
   - F
   - Ds7
   - F
   - E
   - Ds7
   - F
   - Ds7

2. **F**
   - Bali Ha'i try, you'll find me
   - F
   - E
   - Da Coda
   - you'll hear it: Come a way
   - F
   - Fdim7
   - F
   - Fdim
   - way. Bali Ha'i will whisper On the wind of the
   - F
   - E
   - Ds7
   - F
   - Ds7
   - F
   - E
   - Ds7
   - F
   - Ds7

3. **F**
   - Bali Ha'i may call you,
   - A ny night, a ny
   - F
   - E
   - Da Coda
   - day, sea.
   - In your heart, you'll hear it call you:
   - Ds7
   - F
   - Ds7
   - way. Bali Ha'i will whisper On the wind of the
   - F
   - Fdim7
   - F
   - Fdim
   - sea: *Here am I, your special is land!* Come to me, come to
   - F
   - E
   - Ds7
   - F
   - Ds7
   - F
   - E
   - Ds7
   - F
   - Ds7
me! Your own special hopes, Your own special dreams.

Dal Segno

Bloom on the hillside And shine in the streams. If you me.

me. Bali Hai, Bali Hai, Bali Hai!